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Introduction
If you find yourself in the middle of vibrant festivities at a bonfire
with drumbeats, a person dancing in a trance in an elaborate
costumes and lots of chanting in coastal Karnataka -you are in the
middle of a Bhuta Kola.

Tulunadu (Dakshin Kannada
and some parts of Udupi
district) is known for its
vibrant cultural heritage. An
important aspect of the culture
is ‘Bhuta Aradhane’ or spirit
worship.
The ritual also called ‘Bhuta
Kola’is a ritual folk dance
characterized by ballads or
paddanas which speak of the deeds and virtues of the spirits, thereby
inviting them to possess the impersonator, who dances nightlong to
rhythmic drumbeats. It can be categorized as a form of shamanism
where the impersonator enters a trance and acts as an oracle.
This dance is highly stylized and is held in honour of the 400+ local
spirits – each of whom have a unique story, which is preserved orally
in the form of ballads and is handed down from generation to
generation orally.
Post the ritual, the faithful receive blessings and confidence from the
spirit to face problems. In some cases, the spirit may also solve
interpersonal or village disputes and provide guidance or demand
future propitiation if not satisfied with the arrangements.
The rationale for the ritual is that human beings may perpetrate
actions that destabilize the balance of nature or anger the spirits
(further details are provided in the Cosmology and Myths section) .It

is believed by the tuluvas that problems arise in their lives if they
anger the spirits and thus it is important to speak to these spirits many
of which have their origins from nature like panjurli (offspring of a
wild boar) and ask for forgiveness or guidance. Spirit worship began
out of fear of spirits and natural elements. Wild boar destroyed crops
and tigers killed people hence the people began worshipping boar
(punjurli) and tiger(pilichandi) spirits. Taking advice from these
spirits and worshipping them seemed like a good way to ensure
harmony with nature and spirits.

Cosmology and Myths
According to the ethnographer Peter Claus the paddanas reveal a
cosmology which is distinctly Dravidian at core and different from
the Puranic Hindu cosmology.
Firstly, priesthood is not reserved for a
particular caste and learned through
scriptures but is divided between the
aristocracy and lower caste ritual
specialists.
Secondly, the paddanas say that the world
is divided into three realms – the realm of
cultivated land (gramya), the realm of
Headgear in the form of panjurli
wastelands (aranya) and the realm of
spirits (Bhuta – loka). The first two of which are tangible and the last
is intangible. It is believed that there must be a harmony between the
realms and trouble arises when the harmony is disturbed like
encroachment of forest lands by people. The balance is one of moral
order.
Furthermore, it is believed that the spirits are neither good nor evil.
God is benevolent but the spirits can be angered which would cause
them to bring about destruction in the form of diseases destroyed
crops etc. If order is maintained, then the spirits are said to be
supportive.

Some of the best known deities Brahmeru, Kodamanitaya,
Kukkintaya, Jumadi, Sarala Jumadi, Pancha Jumadi, Rakteswari,
Panjurli, Kuppe Panjurli, Rakta Panjurli, Jarandaya, Urundarayya,
Hosadevata , Devanajiri, Kalkuḍa, Tukkateri, Gulige, Bobbariya,
Nicha, Duggalaya, Mahisandaya, Varte, Chamundi, Baiderukulu,
Ukkatiri, Kallurti, Shiraadi, Ullalthi, Okkuballala, Koddabbu and
Odityay. The Bhutas belong to different castes. For example,
Okkuballala and Devanajiri are Jains, Kodamanitaya and Kukkinataya
are Bunts, Kalkuda is a smith, Bobbariya is a Mappilla, and Nicha a
Koraga. Some of them are ancestral spirits such as Bobbariya,
Kalkuda, Kallurti, Siri, Kumar Koti and Chennayya. Some are deified
wild animals such as the boar - Panjurli or the tiger - Pilichamundi.

History and Customs
Bhuta kolas were historically conducted by the ruling families.
Depending on the status of the family hosting the kola the spirit
would be called Rajan Daiva (royal spirit), Seeme Daiva (district
spirit), Guttu Daiva (estate spirit), Kutumba Daiva (family spirit).
The ritual begins with the
paraphernalia of
the bhuta being brought to the
shrine which serves as a
venue for the festival. The
medium prepares for the
impersonation of the spirit
with a recital of from the
paddana of the bhuta. After
this, the medium starts
putting on make-up and
dressing up in his costume
which may include an
elaborate ani (a giant halo stringed to the back of the dancer). Finally,
the medium is given the ornaments from the hoard of the shrine. As

he enters the arena, the attendant of the spirit gives him his sword, his
bell and other paraphernalia and the patron gives him one or several
burning torches. As the medium begins to dance, the spirit enters his
body. Two people always hold the torches along with the medium .
Thus, the entrance of spirit into this world is restrained. The medium's
dance gains more force as the possession continues. He brings the
torches dangerously close to his body. The patron now stands in a
ritualistic circle on the ground with his assistants and offerings are
made to the bhuta. These offerings often include the sacrifice of a
chicken whose blood is sprinkled on the ground to enhance the
fertility of the land. These sacrificial acts are followed by offerings of
puffed rice, beaten rice, coconut pieces, bananas, ghee, betel leaf, and
areca nut. The judicial program typically starts once the initial rituals
are finished. Complaints and judgements are made orally. The bhuta
issues the
judgement after hearing the sides of
the plaintiff as well as the defendant, if both are present. While
the bhuta may take the opinions of the village headman and other
eminent persons into consideration, the ultimate judgement rests with
the bhuta. Sometimes judgements are also issued by the tossing of
betel leaves and the counting of flower petals (usually areca flower).
Particularly difficult cases may also be adjourned to the next year by
the bhuta.

Similar Practices in other Parts of the
world
Thailand is known for spirit worship.
Spirit houses are built both as a shelter to the spirits, and as a means
of asking permission for use of the land. The spirits are provided the
house to live in, so as not to dwell in the home or shop. Additionally,
Thais honour certain spirits thought to aid in business matters, offer
protection to natural surroundings, ensure a plentiful harvest, and

even watch over motorists to prevent accidents on the country’s
dangerous curving roads.
Spirit houses are built both as a shelter to the spirits, and as a means
of asking permission for use of the land. The spirits are provided the
house to live in, so as not to dwell in the home or shop. Additionally,
Thais honour certain spirits thought to aid in business matters, offer
protection to natural surroundings, ensure a plentiful harvest, and
even watch over motorists to prevent accidents on the country’s
dangerous curving roads.
The shelters, which at first
glance look like doll houses
or miniature temples raised
on pillars, can be simple or
heavily embellished, and
made of wood, concrete or
brick. They should be
constructed by an expert,
and placed in a location
Small Spirit House in Thailand
where they will never fall in
the shadow of the main
building. Since there are many rules to be followed when erecting a
spirit house, often the landowner will call upon a priest, or sometimes
a Buddhist monk, familiar with the rituals to assist. The priest will
also perform a formal ceremony to invite the guardian spirits into
their dwelling, and determine the best day to do this, taking into
account particular days of the week and numerical dates that are
considered lucky.
When it comes to decoration, there is an element of creativity, and
even play. A peek inside will often reveal little figurines of animals
and people, and sometimes an arrangement of tiny furniture, all to the
amusement of the spirits.

Chinese are known to worship spirits of deified ancestors and the
practice is called Chinese ancestor veneration or the Chinese
patriarchal religion.
Worship of spirits and dances with the ritualist possessed by spirits is
very common in many African cultures.

Analysis
Tulunadu culture is high context. This fact is reflected in the Bhuta
Kola ritual as well.
Collective nature: The Bhuta kola brings members of the
family together. Generally, all members of the family even those
who stay in other places come together when a kola is organized
by the family. Moreover, the villagers are also invited to witness
the ritual.
Past Oriented: The ritual has been performed in tulunadu from
generations and it has traditional significance. Although it was
initially performed by ruling families, the villagers still insist
those families hold kolas despite them not being in power
anymore. Thus, kolas are held for reasons of tradition and not
just the original reason.

Hierarchy and cooperation: Hosting a kola is a matter of pride
and is a symbol of social superiority. The manor head by staging
the kola seeks to symbolically proclaim himself to be the natural
leader of the community.
The villagers offer seva during the kola in the form of service
and prostrations and in doing so also offer their support to the
kola and their recognition of the leader's status. In return, the
villagers expect justice and resolution of disputes by the
spirit during the kola. In the kola, the leading manors offer a part

of their farm products to the spirit, which are then redistributed
to the villagers.
Spiritualism: This aspect is plainly evident from the beliefs of
the tuluvas and the amount of time and efforts they invest in the
ritual.
They would prefer to take advice from the spirits and get issues
resolved rather than consult a professional or take the issues to a
judicial body. Thus displaying high sense of spiritualism as
opposed to practicality.
Harmony with Nature: A lot of the spirits originate from
nature and the purpose of the kola is to please the spirits and be
in harmony with them. Maintaining harmony with nature is an
important value that is prominently seen in the ritual.
Indirectness: The ritual provides a unique and indirect way to
resolve conflicts as opposed to tradition methods of conflict
resolution.

Fate: Some decisions are made by throwing betel leaves or
counting petals of areca flowers and hence the people place a lot
of faith in fate.
Formality: The preparations are very elaborate and there is no
compromise in any of the aspects of the ritual. Great attention is
given to detail from the oil bath to the make up to the attire
including headwear and palm leaf skirt.

Uncertainty Avoidance: To some extent the ritual represents
uncertainty avoidance -avoiding crop failure, seeking
protection- in contrast to what is generally expected from the
Indian culture (low uncertainty avoidance.

Significance as a cultural phenomenon
It serves as a means to resolve interpersonal conflicts as well as
disputes within the family.
Most importantly it reverses the caste hierarchy. The impersonators
are from the scheduled castes and are called VishaMakkala (Poison
Bearers). It is believed that people from other castes cannot survive
the possession by a spirit. When the lower caste impersonators
perform the ritual, they are revered by the higher caste member who
prostrate before them. Hence, it brings about social equality.
Moreover, spirits belong to various castes.
It also instils a need for moral order in people and a need to live in
harmony with nature.
Finally, it acts as a mark of social status or leadership.

Conclusion
Despite rapid modernization and the tendency of the youth to term
traditional practices as backward, Kola is still very prevalent in
tulunadu as indicated by the fact that kolas have already been booked
in temples for the next 15 years. It continues to be a form of
entertainment, recollection of tradition and myths through paddanas ,a
means to solve conflict, a symbol of high social status and a major
social equalizer. It is evident that spirit worship in tulunadu is not
going anywhere soon.
The attachment of the tuluvas to their culture keeps the ritual alive
even in the midst of this fast and busy technological era.
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Pentecostalism and Spiritual Gifts in Kerala

Pentecostalism is one of Christianity’s fastest-growing groups. It is a Protestant
Christian movement that emphasises the work of the Holy Spirit and the direct
experience of the presence of God by the believer. Indigenous Pentecostalism first
emerged from the Syrian Christian community in Kerala. Pentecostalism was further
spread in Kerala by prominent Pentecostal missionaries such as Robert F. Cook and
further popularised by Indian Evangelist Pastor Paul and Pastore K.E Abraham 1.
Today, Pentecostals make up nearly 3.5% of the Christian demographic in Kerala.
Most early believers of Pentecostalism in Kerala were those poor and illiterate
families that were converted. The growth was further accelerated by the widespread
integration with television channels such as PowerVision TV, radio channels, and
newspapers2.

In Kerala, believers maintain certain standards for dressing within their communities.
These include modest and plain dressing, no use of ornaments of gold, silver, or
jewels for personal adornment, and preference of being clean-shaven for men. There
exists a distinction of the sexes in clothing, forbidding styles such as trousers and
pantsuits for women unless required for work or public service.

Pentecostals believe that faith must be powerfully experiential, energetic, dynamic,
and not something found merely through ritual or thinking. Their belief is that the
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direct experience with God manifests itself in the form of Gifts of the Spirit such as
speaking in tongues, prophecy, and divine healing.

[1]

Speaking in Tongues, Glossolalia, or commonly known as Annyabhasha in
Malayalam, is a phenomenon where a person appears to speak in a language that is
unknown to the speaker themselves. Linguists have come to understand it as a fluid
vocalization of speech-like syllables that lack any meaning. This ability is said to be a
divine gift that is bestowed upon those who believe. To an observer, it may appear to
be a passionate, sometimes rhythmic, language-like patter that reflects a state of
mental possession3. Glossolalia is practised mainly by Pentecostals and other
charismatic Christians.
Another such spiritual gift is the gift of healing. This is described to be a supernatural
ability given to a believer to provide various types of healing and restoration to
individuals through the power of the Holy Spirit. By definition, physical healing should
lead to spiritual healing and eternal life with Him in Heaven.
The gift of faith is given only to those believers who exhibit extraordinary amounts of
faith in their path and can be an encouragement to others around them.

Pentecostal communities are often tight-knit and emphasise family and community
values. This is apparent in the family-like nature of these congregations. Members of
certain churches often pay membership fees to their local church community to
ensure support from the greater community if ever they are in difficult times. Many
congregations offer personal advice and financial assistance to their fellow
worshippers. Church membership is a way for an individual or family to signify their
commitment to believe and live a God-honouring life. Through membership, one is
expected to live according to the commitments specified by the church. This includes
attending service, praying for fellow church members, and even evangelizing one’s
unsaved friends. Members are often passionate about spreading their message and
convincing ‘unsaved’ people in society and guide those who have lost faith to return
to the way of life that the church advocates for.
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The Pentecostal movement remains a paradox in some ways. On the surface,
worship and appear democratic, yet it is evident that men and women do not hold
the same status within these communities 4. The movement endorses male
dominance and submission of women to men. Unlike other Christian denominations
like Catholicism, where followers believe in a succession of priests and bishops,
Pentecostals usually have a pastor who is responsible for the church or the congregation.

There are often a few negative impressions seen within Pentecostal and charismatic
churches within the Indian context. In many cases, pastors or ministries of the
church are considered to be a sort of demigod who guides and controls the
congregation. Therefore, instead of focusing on God, people tend to focus more on
these ministers 5.
There are ample numbers of examples, where innocent people are cheated by such
ministers. The blind faith in religious leaders paints a picture where people exist
within a clear hierarchical framework within these churches. Due to the increase in
television viewership and social media usage, the Pentecostal message has brought
the ideas of pastors from around the globe to Indian families. This further pushes the
celebrity-like status that several evangelical pastors hold, further into the minds of
the viewer.
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Emotions and feelings play a dominant role in most of the congregations and often
focus more on spiritual gifts than on the work of the Holy Spirit. Healing, miracle, and
prophecy are often misunderstood or misinterpreted. For example, many sick people
refrain from taking medication, and many put their lives in the trust of their faith.
Corruption and following dynastic system of succession (which automatically permits
the children of the ministers to take over the ministry or churches), demanding
money for praying, healing and to attain prosperity are some of the practices that
further dilute the purpose of the origin of Pentecostalism.

Similar Pentecostal movements have flourished in the United States, Nigeria, Kenya,
the Philippines, South Korea, Mexico, Brazil, and several other Protestant countries
where there is sizable middle-class demographic. Pentecostalism is particularly
strong in the developing world where it poses as a challenge to other, more
established denominations. 6

The word of the pastor in a congregation is often taken as absolute. Pastors often
make their church dependant on their every word. Their requests are claimed to be
on behalf of God himself. This leads to the blind following of religious leaders within
these Pentecostal communities, where people worship their pastors. People are
often misled and taught to think that they can’t hear God on their own, and would
need the help of their pastor to guide and teach them. Their pastors seem to
represent the ideal Christian life that a believer should emulate. Since these
communities are often very tight-knit, it is difficult to question the pastor’s authority or
word. They are often described as powerful, untouchable, and uncontainable. If
decisions and behaviour of an individual cause discomfort, it is criticized by the
community. In this way, Pentecostal congregations display characteristics of
collectivism, where the group often has a higher priority than just the individual. This
is explained in the Bible where 2 Corinthians 2:5-6 says, “Now if anyone has caused
pain, he has caused it not to me, but in some measure -— not to put it too severely
— to all of you. For such a one, this punishment by the majority is enough”. For a
state like Kerala, which is already a group-oriented and has a high power distance
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society, the Pentecostal movement is easy to adopt and fits well within the preexisting social norm. The clear power divide is often seen between the pastors and
members of the congregation. The model for Pentecostal leadership is servanthood
and those forms of power that involve authoritarian control and the manipulation of
followers to achieve an organization’s or leader’s purposes and vision are a part of
Christ’s teachings7.

Although progressive, Kerala remains to this day, remains a majorly patriarchal
society. This is reflected in the male-dominated leadership structure within
Pentecostal congregations. Though women have been absent from leadership roles,
they have been allowed to preach from the beginning of the movement which makes
it uniques amongst other Protestant traditions. In Malayali congregations, within
prayer halls, it is common to see men and women sat on opposite sides. Prayer is
always done seated on the floor.

Being a member of a Pentecostal Malayali family, I have observed the magnitude of
importance that is given to religious leaders and the power divide that exists within
the communities. Malayali Pentecostalism plays an important role even in the
Malayali diaspora in the US and Canada, the former being where my family had first
been a part of such a congregation. Pentecostalism has been responsible for
providing the benefits of being part of a community, but at the same time led certain
individuals to fall prey to celebrity-like religious leaders. Although blind faith is not
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unique to the Pentecostal movement, it is seemingly easy to fall victim to and is a
point of concern.

Prayag kumbha
Mela
The Kumbha Mela is a great cultural
bathing fair and pilgrimage in India,
said to be the largest religious
gathering on earth. For more than a
month, every twelve years, this sacred tradition brings tens of millions of
people to the confluence of the Ganga, Yamuna, and the mythical
Sarasvati River at Allahabad.
The size of this pilgrimage, especially on the three main bathing days, and
various cultural elements associated with it, has long been the focus of
wide-scale astonishment, amplified in the age of multimedia
communication.
Recently, it has been a very proud moment for our nation as the sacred
Kumbha Mela is inscribed as the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity
by UNESCO.

Customs and practices associated with Kumbha Mela
 Bathing, or a dip in the river waters, with a prayer, is the central
ritual of the Kumbha Mela for all pilgrims.
 Traditionally, on amavasya – the most cherished day for bathing –
the Hindu pilgrims welcome and wait for the thirteen sadhu akharas
to bathe first.
 This event – called shahi snan or rajyogi snan – is marked by a
celebratory processional march, with banners, flags, elephants,
horses and musicians along with the naked or scantily clad
monks, some smeared with bhasma (ashes)
 The bathing rituals may begin with mundan (shaving of head),
prayers with offerings such as flowers, sindur (vermilion), milk or

coconut, along with the recitation of hymns with shradha (prayers
in the honour of one's ancestors) along with yajnas.
 Other activities at the mela include religious
discussions (pravachan), devotional singing (kirtan), and religious
assemblies where doctrines are debated and
standardised (shastrartha).
 The festival grounds also feature a wide range of cultural spectacles
over the month of celebrations. These include kalagram (venues
of kala, Indian arts), laser light shows, classical dance and musical
performances from different parts of India, thematic gates
reflecting the historic regional architectural diversity, boat rides,
tourist walks to historic sites near the river, as well opportunities to
visit the monastic camps to watch yogic and spiritual discourse

History and myths associated
with kumbha mela


The river-side fair at Allahabad is
probably dates back to the early centuries CE,
and has been mentioned in several Puranas


The exact date of the mela is based on
the Hindu luni-solar calendar which is
determined by the entry of
planet Jupiter in Taurus zodiac and while the
sun and the moon is in Capricorn.
 Many Hindus believe that the Kumbha mela originated in times
immemorial and is related to Samudra manthan ( churning of the
ocean) found in the Vedic texts, to find the pot of amrita(the drink
of immortality)
 According to Hindu mythology, Lord Vishnu dropped drops
of amrita at four places, while transporting it in a kumbha (pot).
 These four places- Allahabad, Haridwar, Trimbak-Nashik and Ujjain,
are identified as the present-day sites of the Kumbha Mela.

 The full Kumbha mela is held every 12 years, while an ardha (half)
mela is held after about 6 years at the same site.

Similar practices in other parts of India
 Elsewhere in many parts of India, similar but smaller community
pilgrimage and bathing festivals are found called as the Magha
Mela, Makar Mela or equivalent.
 For example, in Tamil Nadu, the Magha Mela with water-dip ritual
is a festival of antiquity. This festival is held at
the Mahamaham tank (near Kaveri River) every 12 years
at Kumbakonam, attracts millions of South Indian Hindus and has
been described as the Tamil Kumbha Mela.
 Other places where the Magha-Mela or Makar-Mela bathing
pilgrimage and fairs are held include Kurukshetra and Sonipat,
and Panauti (Nepal).

Analysis of the phenomenon The believes and values associated with the sacred kumbha mela,
ranging from the knowing of the story of the churning of the ocean
and the battle over the immortal nectar as a child to bathing in the
holy waters having an essence of purity, auspiciousness, and
immortality as a pilgrim has been passed down from one
generation to another.
 The festival site is strictly vegetarian by tradition, as violence
against animals is considered unacceptable.

 Many pilgrims practice partial (one meal a day) or full vrata (daylong fasting), some abstain from elaborate meals to attain purity
within themselves
 Also by tradition, families and communities sponsor these anna
dana (food charity) events, particularly for the monks and the poor
pilgrims as a duty.
These process of learning and imbibing our own cultural values are
examples of enculturation
 Cultural relativism is observed during celebratory feasts where vast
number of people, irrespective of their cultural backgrounds, sit in
rows and share a community meal – mahaprasada together. This
practice accepts and acknowledges the cultural differences.
 The mela endorses multiculturalism with respect to the prashads
cooked by volunteers as it includes the dishes which have their
origins in different parts of the country and abroad as well.
 Multiculturalism is also seen during the performance of various
hindu pujas performed by different hindu communities in their own
specific ways. They all respect and value each other’s traditional
practices.
 While many foreigners experience various cultural shocks during
the mela, there are also many who try to assimilate or integrate
themselves by participating in the festivities and events held during
the mela.
 Often during the bathing rituals, the personal and intimate zones
of various individuals appear to be violated due to the large number
of pilgrims present.
 Usually many foreigners belonging to the low context countries, fail
to understand the meanings of the symbols and signs associated to
the Indian culture like mundan (shaving of head), prayers with
offerings such `as flowers, sindur (vermilion) etc.
 The value orientation of Man-Nature relationship can be said to be
in a harmony with nature. This is because of the various offerings
made to some animals like cow, crow etc. and considering them

sacred. Moreover, during the mela, people can be seen worshipping
the forces of nature and trees like banyan and peepal.
 Stereotypes associated with the kumbha mela includes the fears of
stampede, theft, being lost etc. which is majorly created by media.
Thus, the evolution of the catchphrase ‘kumbha ke mele mein
bichda hua bhai’ because of many Bollywood films.

Significance of kumbha mela as a cultural
phenomenon Kumbha mela had played an important role in the 1857 rebellion
and freedom struggle as it acted as a meeting place of the freedom
fighters and also helped in propagation of the thoughts and ideals
of freedom and liberty among common masses
 The recent inclusion of ‘kinnar akhada’ having the leaders primarily
as homosexuals was applauded by the international media as a step
towards the modernization of the Indian mentality.
 The Kumbha Mela also acts as a major commercial event generating
huge employments.
 Kumbha mela also sees the initiation of new recruits to the akharas
along with the inclusion of new prayers and community singings
 The spiritual debates and discussions held during the mela are
responsible for shaping the ideals of the Indian society.

Conclusion
The Kumbha Mela is, undeniably, one of the most important cultural
events not only of India but also of the world where millions of pilgrims,
religious practitioners, volunteers, and ascetics live together in the tent
city created on the huge expanse of sandy riverbeds
Sadly, history has seen the people in the mela being mocked by several
sects across the globe. The pilgrims have also suffered various attacks and
threats because of the tacit ethnocentrical and xenophobic ideas of
several people. The recent threats received by the kumbha mela
authorities from some terrorist organisations should be dealt with
concern and appropriate security measures.
Undoubtedly, kumbha mela pragmatically promotes the pluralism
inherent in the Indian civilization by creating the spatial and psychological
conditions in which followers of different traditions and cultures live
together, reflecting the spirit of unity in diversity.
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The rituals associated with Sabarimala
Where the devotee becomes one with the lord

Located within the Periyar Tiger Reserve in the forested hills of the
Western Ghats, Sabarimala is one of the largest annual pilgrimages of the world,
accounting for more than 50 million footsteps each year. The temple
commemorates Lord Ayyappan and is tucked between the dense folds of the
Poongavanam forest range in Kerala. Not only is it a spiritual highlight, but many
travellers go here to witness the beauty of the surrounding hills and to enjoy
the company of nature.
It was in the 12th century that Manikandan, a prince of Pandalam dynasty
that held sway in the region, meditated at Sabarimala. He became one with the
Lord and was believed to be an avatar of Ayyappan. Swamy Ayyappa is none
other than Vishnu and Shiva and worshipping him is considered to be equal to
worshipping Shiva and Vishnu both. Worshipping Swami Ayyappa requires
certain rules and regulations. When a devotee worships Swami Ayyappa, he
learns and inculcates Dharma in his life which is all about discipline and
mannerisms.
The devotee, referred to as “Swami”, has to undergo a 41-day vratham,
followed by the preparations for the journey and the actual ascent.
Vratham is the word for fasting. Fasting is not only about refraining from
eating certain food but also about control over many other activities. Ayyappa
Vratham is a set of spiritual exercises to enable one to begin the journey
towards becoming a true devotee. The ultimate purpose of Ayyappa Vratham is
self-transformation. The process of the 41-day ritual helps the swamis to realize
the divinity.
Ancient Hindu sages believed that periodic fasts or vrathams purify the
human mind and body. According to Bhagavad Gita, by adhering to an austere
way of life and observing tapas in body, mind and speech, man transcends his
earthly limitations and changes for the better. A devotee aspiring for a darshan
of Lord Ayyappa has to be pure both mentally and physically and for this, he is
expected to observe a mandatory fast (vratham) of 41 days that usually begins
on the first day of the Malayalam month of Vrischikam in mid-November.

The devotee embarks on the 41-day vratham after he gains permission
from his parents and Guru. Next, an auspicious day is fixed for the
commencement of the vratham and on the eve of the said date, he offers
poojas to the family deity and makes a holy knot with yellow cloth containing
1.25 currency units and presents it to the family deity thereby gaining his/her
approval to begin the vratham.
As a prelude to the actual pilgrimage, the aspirant wears a beaded
mala/garland usually of tulsi or rudraksham to highlight his renunciation of
material temptations. Majority of the devotees begin wearing the mala from
the first day of Vrishchikam. Wearing the garland on a Saturday or on the day of
asterism of Uthram, just prior to the first day of Vrishchikam is considered
auspicious, for it is held that Dharma Shastha or Lord Ayyappa was born on first
Vrishchikam on a Saturday, the asterism being Uthram. The occurrence of these
three features on the same day is a rare phenomenon. Hence any one among
the trio is chosen.
As a rule, the devotee receives his mala from a Guruswami, one who has
been to Sabarimala repeatedly several times. The ritual is ordinarily conducted
in the precincts of a temple or any other holy place. As he wears the holy mala
around his neck, the pilgrim swears total allegiance to Lord Ayyappa with whom
he identifies himself completely. He surrenders his thoughts, words and deeds
to the powerful deity and begins to lead the austere life of an ascetic.
On the first day of the fast, the pilgrim awakes early, bathes and offers
poojas to the family god, navagrahas (the nine planets) and the holy mala. He
then proceeds to the temple with his Guru from whom he receives the mala
amidst the chanting of saranams.
Like Lord Ayyappa, the renunciant, the devotee is expected to shun all
social activities and immerse himself in prayers, poojas, bajans, visits to the
temples, cleaning temples, feeding the poor, attending to the poor/sick and
listening to spiritual lectures. Strictly celibate, he consumes only satvic food and
is forbidden from having meat, intoxicants like alcoholic beverages, drugs and
betel leaves, and smoking.
Taking bath in the pre-dawn hours, regular application of vibhooti,
sandalwood paste followed by meditation and singing songs about Lord
Ayyappa become his part of his daily routine for 41 days. No shaving is allowed
and the devotee prays to Dharma Shastha by chanting his name at least 108

times. The Ayyappa swami does not oil his hair or body and always carries with
him a tulsi leaf to ward off evil and temptations. He does not sleep on the bed
and doesn’t use footwear to protect his feet.
He refrains from hurting anybody either physically or verbally and
identifies other Ayyappa devotees with the Lord himself. When somebody
undertakes the 41-day fast, he must go about it quietly without much ado so as
not to cause any inconvenience to his family.
The Aazhi(fire) pooja is an important event associated with the pilgrimage
to Sabarimala. It is more or less a celebration that symbolizes the attainment of
a renunciant’s frame of mind. The pooja is performed on an auspicious day
before the holy trek actually begins. This ritual is also called Vellamkudi, Daham
Veppu or Padukka. Vellamkudi in the local Malayalam language means the act
of drinking water and Daham Veppu, means quenching one’s thirst.
Human beings long for satisfaction of their various material desires as a
result of their undue attachment to the body. Such unquenched thirsts are
impediments in their quest for God-realization; once they are removed, the
devotee experiences supreme bliss. By leading a spiritually oriented life for
several days, the Ayyappa bhaktha attains a considerable degree of purification,
both mentally and physically and this culminates in Aazhi pooja.
A special pandal is erected for this purpose. Fuels for aazhi (fire blaze) are
stored in stacks in front of the pandal and camphor is used to start the fire. As
the aazhi blazes and tongues of flames go higher, the worshippers
circumambulate it chanting ‘Swamiye Saranam Ayyappa.’ Rice flakes, parched
rice and pieces of coconut are thrown regularly into the raging fire. The flames
are believed to be Lord Ayyappa himself and the articles hurled into the fire
represent worldly desires which are annihilated by Lord Ayyappa who is the
embodiment of true wisdom. Sometimes, the Ayyappas, ecstatic and oblivious
to their surroundings walk on the aazhi, out of devotional fervour.
Soon afterwards, poojas are performed and camphor burnt. Burning of
camphor leaves no traces behind; it therefore, connotes total destruction of the
meaningless longings of the aspirant.
Another important aspect of the pilgrimage to Sabarimala is the
preparation of the travel kit which is termed Irumudi kettu. Only those who
observe the 41-day vratham are allowed to carry it and without the Irumudi, the
devotee cannot climb the pathinettaam padi at the Sannidhanam. It is the

Guruswami who prepares the irumudi kettu and places it on the head of the
devotee. The bag is evocative of Lord Ayyappa’s trip to the forest for tigress’
milk; it has twin pockets, the Munmudi (the front portion) and the Pinmudi (the
rear pouch), in addition to an opening in the middle. The pooja articles and
offerings to Lord Ayyappa are placed in the front bag while the pilgrim’s
personal belongings are packed in the rear pouch.
Irumudi binds the worshipper with the worshipped. It is such a strong tie
that the devotee and the devoted are no longer two different entities but a
single whole. Munmudi comprises Mudra bags, usually 2 or 3 in number, which
hold items for vazhipadu (offering) at the Sannidhanam like:
Coconut filled with ghee for Abhishekam (also called Neithenga), 2 to 4
coconuts (vidalai thengai), Beetel leaves, beetel nut, coins (kanikkappanam),
Jaggery (achuvellam), cashewnuts, raisins, dry ginger, poha (thin & thick
variety)Cardamoms, dates, honey, avil ( beaten rice), kadhi chakkar, Dried
turmeric, turmeric powder, blouse piece, kumkum, vibhooti, sandal paste
Sambarani, camphor, agarbathi (incense stick), rosewater, lemon, rice & dal.
To prepare the ghee coconut (neithenga) for abhishekam, a medium
sized coconut is selected. Its outer shell is cleaned and polished using a
polishing paper. A hole is made in one eye of the coconut with a pointed
instrument to empty the water inside; the opening is then closed with a cork of
appropriate size. It is later, filled with ghee during kettunira. The vidalai thenga
are broken at regular intervals during the actual pilgrimage – one each at
Erumeli and Sharam Kutti and two upon pathinettam padi (the sacred 18 steps
at Sabarimala). The jaggery, cashewnuts, raisins, cardamom, honey and dates
are used to make Panchamrutam for the Neivedya; with jaggery, dry ginger and
cardamom, another neivedya termed panagam is also prepared.
The concept of Nei Thenga has a very higher spiritual meaning. The
coconut carried to the shrine is considered as the representation of Human
body, which has to be kept clean internally and externally. As part of external
cleaning it has to be cleaned thoroughly and the fibre and all small particles
around should be rubbed off and should be kept clean and smooth. It
symbolizes the purity of devotees body.
Secondly, the coconut water is drained out through a small opening made on
the end of the coconut. The draining of sweetened water symbolizes the
cleansing of inner senses of sensual pleasure. It shows that the inner self of

devotee is emptied and getting ready to get filled with pure life source. Filling
the emptied coconut with ghee symbolizes this concept.

The ghee filled in the coconut symbolising the individual life principle (life
force) is submitted to wash the Lord. The individual’s pure and unadulterated
devotion to the lord is poured on the lord. After the Ghee is used for the
abhishekam, the empty coconut is put in the burning fire outside the temple in
a separate place symbolizing that as and when the pilgrim dies the life principle
is merged with the Lord and the dead body is burnt by fire. After death the dead
body of Hindus is invariably burnt unlike most other religions. Here the principle
of ‘Tat Twam Asi’ meaning ‘you are that’ or ‘you are god’ of the Hindu
philosophy is symbolically demonstrated to the devotee.
The coins of gold, silver, copper or currency coins, as per one’s financial
position, are tied in a cloth piece or small cloth bag and kept along with the
Mudra thenga and other items of offerings to the deities. This item of
Kaaniponnu is for keeping at the feet of the idol while worshipping him at his
Sannidhanam.
The boiled raw rice and vegetables kept was used in the earlier periods to
cook the same and eat during the journey as in those days there were no stalls
or facility to get food. Now things have changed and it may not be possible and
practical to cook the food. So the rice is given for wanna danam (contribution
for offering of free food) purpose.
The sacred ash and the sandal powder is for making paste of the same
separately and applying the same on the forehead, chest and upper and lower
arms of the devotee.
The Thulasi/Rudraksha mala (garland) worn by the pilgrim is to be
removed only after returning home after the journey to Sabarimala. This
removed mala is to be kept in the pooja room near the idol or photo of Lord
Ayyappan. The mala has special significance as it had been in the presence of
the Lord at the Sabarimala and it is believed that the presence of this in the
home will ward of the bad effects of the Sani Dosha. The mala used once can be
used again and again. If the same mala is used for 18 times to go on the
pilgrimage it is considered as a sacred one and the place where the same is kept
will have the presence of the divine forces.

Similarly the Irumudi kettu cloth is also sacred because it is used to carry
the offerings to be made to the Lord and other deities to please them. After
keeping the mala in proper place the devotee should take the bag with him for
bathing and clean the same by washing thoroughly. The Irumudi so cleaned
should be dried and kept folded neatly in the pooja room or a clean place. This
can be used again and again.
Articles for the pilgrim’s personal use are kept in the pinmudi; these
include items for use from the day of commencement of the journey after
Kettunira till return. The second bag contains some snacks and other
ingredients such as rice and pulses for food that’s prepared during the journey.
On reaching the hill-top, the devotees have to ascend the pathinettu
padu(18 steps), which finally leads to the temple.
The cultural observations made in these practices include symbols like the
Nei Thenga which symbolizes the human body, which has to be kept clean
internally and externally. The front portion of the Irumudi represents the good
acts of the devotee and the rear one his sins.
Few of the visible norms include folkways like the black dhoti(mundu)
worn by the swamis and the refrain from cutting hair during the said period.
Mores such as refraining from eating meat and maintaining strict celibacy
during this period, only to further enhance their resolve to become completely
pure and one with the lord.
There are certain values incorporated among the swamis from time
immemorial. One of these is to visit the Vavar masjid, on their way to
Sabarimala. The mosque is said to provide them with food and shelter to allow
them to resume the arduous journey to moksha. They freely chant their slogans
at the mosque, while availing their hospitality, which depicts the cultural
relativism and shows how these practices tend to cross the religious and caste
based borders.
The swamis are said to encourage harmony with nature, which is evident
from their manner of journey and also the temple at Sabarimala itself, which is
centered around the nature surrounding it. The swamis undergo this pilgrimage
in groups, in order to collectively common goal. Their family, friends and the
close society also support the swami during the vratham by maintaining peace
and not creating any situations of violations, while the swami meditates. This
shows their prominent collectivism-oriented culture.

The Sabarimala Sannidhanam is said to be the only place where the Lord
and the Devotee is addressed in the same terms ‘Ayyappa’ or ‘Swami’. It is a
recognition that there is no difference between the Bhagavan (Lord) and the
Bhaktan (devotee – pilgrim). As the Lord is pure and the devotee through the
vrathas has emptied the dirt like sensual pleasures and filled with devotion,
kindness, compassion and universal love both are identical. There is also no
discrimination among the swamis. The guruswami is a person who has
frequented the Sabarimala and as such, doesn’t exercise any power over the
other swamis. Therefore, a low power distance is maintained among the swamis,
who in the end become one with the lord.
Vratham, although being a 41-day ritual, depicts the long term orientation
of the swamis. By following a strict discipline and refrain for a period of time,
the swamis indirectly inculcate an orderly way of life and end up achieving a
higher mental and spiritual state, for when a man learns discipline, he can
concentrate and set his goal in life. As a result, he becomes successful, portrays
himself as a role model for all people who are in the path of dharma.

Overall, I feel that the whole pilgrimage, from the beginning of the
vratham to the ascent of the pathinettu padi, is heavily influenced by myths and
religious beliefs, yet holds an integral place in our lives. The modern generation
surrounded by toxicities and indulgences tend to get lost in the happenings
around us. These rituals not only instill a certain discipline in one’s life, but also
enhance the enculturation experience and further embodies the traits of
equality and long-term oriented thinking among the people.
A journey like this is the need of the hour and must be experienced by
everyone at least once, in order to disconnect from the busy world and find
time to seek your inner soul, on the path to attain moksha.
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